
www.codemonk.ai

Accelerate your 
business dreams 
with global 
technology teams

http://www.codemonk.ai


You need a , and we can give you access to the best 
ones in the market.



Better still, we can give you access to a talent pool with top-class vetted 
and verified tech talents on demand or a complete developer team to work 
on your projects.

tech-stack specialist

Our  understands the requirements of your business 
much better than you expect. All you need to do is post a requirement with 
us for a tech-stack developer and in comes the machine algorithm genie to 
work its magic.



What do you get from engaging our flawless recommendation algorithm? 

AI-integrated platform

The idea is simple:

How can global teams from CodeMonk help?

Here is what!



Access to global

talent pool

Hassle-free compliances 
and paper work

Fully vetted and

verified resources

Faster hiring Custom-tailored to meet

your budget



Turbocharge your business dreams with 

the CodeMonk solution

Job Description

Profile Matching



Interview or Review

Talent Onboarding



Let's hear from our clients and partners!

“The Codemonk team of developers 
have been an amazing contribution 
and have tackled all tasks with great 
efficiency and always before 
deadlines. CodeMonk has really been 
a breath of fresh air for me.”

Andrej Godina
Head of Engineering, Inform Communications

“Zilch combines complex digital & 
financial services. CodeMonk is the 
right place where we can get the right 
mix of talent, certifications & 
compliance - all in one place.”

Sean Hederman
CIO, Zilch Technologies



BNPL
B U Y  N O W  P A Y  L A T E R

Building teams for BNPL

Roles sourced through CodeMonk:

Technology:

Our success stories

Developers DevOps Automation Tester Project Manager

BNPL, a most enthusiastic player in the Fintech market, was planning to build 
a new brand in a competitive market. With the aid of CodeMonk’s team and 
technical support, they built a very smart platform well in time to raise the 
Series A funding.



They are now well into their game of becoming one of the major players in 
the 'Buy now, pay later fintech space’.

Java JavaScript ReactJs



Zilch - from MVP to Double Unicorn

They say you win some, you lose some, but for CodeMonk - it has been a 
game of Win now, Win always!



Zilch is another fastest-growing player in the buy now, pay later space, with 
a current valuation of . From MVP to becoming a double 
European unicorn, CodeMonk is proud to have been a part of their 
remarkable success story.

$2 billion or more

Roles sourced through CodeMonk:

Technology:

Delivery Manager Developers DevOps Quality Analysts

UX / UI / Product Designers

Java JavaScript ReactJs



Meet some of our talents

Product Manager - Senior

Iyanuoluwa O.

Developer - Senior

Sanjay S.

Solution Architect - Intermediate

Bogdan G. 



Quality Analyst - Intermediate

Manali P.

Developer - Intermediate

Nirali S.

Senior - Developer

Ankit G.



Senior - Product Manager

Lobna N.

Iintermediate - Developer

EMMANUEL O.



CodeMonk as a

Team Management Platform

Job boards



Ready-to-be-deployed teams



When a recruiter posts a job, the CodeMonk AI 
throws  according to

the skillsets.

recommendations

The platform allows them to search for suitable 
candidates and check the  
submitted by the candidates.

applications

Applicant tracking system (ATS)



Digital contract management

Skills graph



Timesheet management

Built-in invoicing



Multi-user accounts:

Performance reviews 



We are on this fantastic journey

together: CodeMonk Partnerships

Get started
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Give your business the

CodeMonk advantage:

The world of technology is moving at an increasingly rapid pace, and 
companies are building solutions that can help reduce downtime. In this 
race of ' ,' there's no room for technological resource gaps. 



CodeMonk is the best foot forward for companies looking to 
 within a limited time. CodeMonk offers both individual 

tech resources and self-organized teams, making it easy for CTOs to 
procure talent as per their needs.



Explore CodeMonk’s tech talent for free and instantly experience the ease of 
hiring the best 

who builds first

hire skilled 
technology resources

global talents anywhere, anytime!

Start exploring now

https://dashboard.codemonk.ai/

